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Abstract: There is disequilibrium between supply and demand, since a building stock has 
high irreversibility, while a locator is comparatively easy to move. However, the process of 
floor disequilibrium generation is not yet sufficiently clarified. The aim of this study is to 
develop a lot-based land-use micro-simulation model, which can represent disequilibrium 
between floor supply and activity’s demand. A lot-based building distribution is represented 
as a result of annual lot merging, building demolition, and building construction, and 
activity’s location is described by a disaggregate logit model based on floor utilities. Floor 
disequilibrium is represented as a difference of their distribution. After the basic structure of 
the model, detailed model equations are described, and the outline of the analysis system for 
detailed land-use micro-simulation based on GIS is shown. For the purpose of empirical study 
the detailed lot-based database is developed in Sendai city, Japan. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Regeneration of built-up area is a matter of city planning in many Japanese cities for efficient 
utilization of land, disaster prevention, and suburbanization control. However, promotion of 
highly-density is interfered by the narrow lots and complex landownership. Therefore, it is 
important to quantitative evaluate and discuss relevant policies on land-use and building 
regulations, transportation, and tax using a lot-based land-use model. Although many land-use 
models have been developed to assess the impacts of these policies, their capability is 
insufficient for representing lot-based building distribution because they are built based on the 
equilibrium theory for spatially aggregated zones. Furthermore, from the viewpoint of floor 
utilization, there is disequilibrium between supply and demand (hereafter floor 
disequilibrium) caused by vacant floor spaces and unoccupied houses in an actual building 
distribution, since a building stock has high irreversibility, while a locator is comparatively 
easy to move. However, the process of floor disequilibrium generation is not yet sufficiently 
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clarified, and its projection is quite difficult. 
 
The micro-simulation model, which expresses the transition in an entire city as a result of 
each activity's behavior, offers a high possibility of providing a more realistic forecast in a lot-
based land-use model, since its functions include accounting the detailed attributes of each 
activity, describing the sufficient interactions between them, and expressing the 
disequilibrium state. In recent years, some projects on the lot-based land-use model are being 
conducted, and most of them are based on micro-simulation method. However, the 
representation of these models is limited only to the building distribution, and none of these 
models considers a lot merging, activities location as a tenant of each building, and 
unoccupied floor space that is consequently arise. 
 
The aim of the present study is to develop a lot-based land-use micro-simulation model, 
which can represent disequilibrium between floor supply and activity’s demand. In this 
model, a lot-based building distribution is represented as a result of annual lot merging, 
building demolition, and building construction. It is assumed that the developers annually 
make choices on these changes based on the expected profits, which are defined by land lot 
attributes, building type, building age, and locators demand. Moreover, activity’s location is 
described by a disaggregate logit model based on floor utilities for each building, and 
activity’s distribution is represented. The total amount of locators is given exogenously. Floor 
disequilibrium is represented as a vacant floor distribution, which is a difference between the 
distribution of buildings and activities. 
 
Following the basic structure of the model, detailed model equations are described. Next, the 
outline of the analysis system for detailed land-use micro-simulation based on the geographic 
information system (GIS) is shown. This system is designed with the peculiar function for a 
database renewal in order to manage the alteration on spatial analysis unit, since it is need to 
reflect the change of lot shape caused by merging to database as requested when simulation is 
executed. Finally, the database for the empirical study is developed in the case study area of 
Sendai city, Japan. 
 
 
2. A LOT-BASED LAND-USE MICRO-SIMULATION MODEL 
 
2.1 Fundamentals 
 
Some land-use model projects based on micro-simulation method have been developed in 
recent years. URBANSIM (Waddell 2000, 2002, Waddell et al. 2003), IRPUD (Wegener et al. 
1996), TLUMIP2 (Hunt et al. 2001), and ILUTE (Miller et al. 2002) are large-scale micro-
simulation modeling projects, which are conducted in the field of land-use/transportation 
modeling. In these models, locators are represented disaggregatively, however the unit of 
analysis, in space, is spatially aggregated zone or grid cell, in which generally detailed land 
conditions are ignored. 
 
On the other hand, there are some studies on lot based land-use modeling, for example, 
Kakimoto et al. (2002), Hammad et al. (1999), and Terashima et al. (2002). Some of them are 
based on micro-simulation method. However, a lot merging is not represented in these 
models, but it is significant in built-up area. Hayashi et al. (2000) attempted a modeling on lot 
merging with micro-simulation. However, there is room for discussion on its generalization 
and capability for future prediction, since the merging probability was given just based on a 
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statistical inference at the limited district. 
 
Moreover, there is no model that represents both buildings and activities in order to represent 
disequilibrium between demand and supply. Little is known about the process of 
disequilibrium generation in floor utilization. 
 
In this study, a lot-based land-use micro-simulation model is developed not only in the point 
of building change by landowner but also floor utilization change by activities. These changes 
are deeply connected but simulated independently to consider high irreversibility of a 
building stock. This model is developed based on the existing land-use micro-simulation 
model, which authors have been involved in (Sugiki et al. 2002), however it has some 
characteristics as follows. 
i) Exogenous amount of activities 
This model supposes that zone based location analysis model exogenously gives the total 
amount of locators by type. It intends to represent real building distribution and floor-based 
activities distribution, and should be placed as a lower model for the zone based model. As a 
zone based model, an existing models that represent a market condition in macro economy is 
conceived. In this model, its effect on the real estate market is given by upper zonal model 
through the change of the total amount of locators. 
ii) Activity distribution in detailed building 
The model treats behavior of both floor supply side and demand side as a building distribution 
and an occupancy state of each building, while the existing model considered only the former. 
As a result of the simulation, the floor disequilibrium, which caused by vacant floor spaces 
and unoccupied houses, is represented. It aims to simulate not only promotion of rebuilding 
for demand increase but also effect on irreversible building stock in a recession. 
iii) Annual simulation time step 
In the level of each real lot or building, one change significantly affects relevant changes in 
the neighbors. If simulation periods are set up long, this kind of interaction and path-
dependency are not well represented (Sugiki et al. 2004). While the unit of analysis in time 
was 5 years in the existing quasi-dynamic model, it was annual and more detailed simulation 
time step, which was practicable in data acquisition in the present state, was set for time axis 
in this model. Also in the upper zone based model, annual setting is practically realistic 
because of advance of micro-simulation model. 
iv) Building cohort 
In the existing model, one of the factors why the reproducibility was decline was lack of 
building age. In the modeling, it takes into consideration a building cohort to represent 
decline of value for utilization caused by a decrepitness of building. 
v) Separation of demolition and construction 
In the existing model, a reservation of present building was one of the choices in rebuilding. 
In order to represent occurrence of vacant more explicitly as transitional land-use, it is 
divided into two processes, one is building demolition and generation of vacant, and the other 
is building construction in vacant. 
 
In this way, the present model has a function to represent the floor market, and it can be said 
to have deepened the applicability of micro-simulation approach in land-use modeling. 
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2.2 Structure of the Model 
 
An outline of the model is shown in Fig.1. Exogenously given the total amount of activities 
by type, the model quasi-dynamically represents annual distributions on lot shape, building, 
and activities. In each year, four sub-models, lot merging sub-model, demolition sub-model, 
construction sub-model, and activity distribution sub-model, are operated one after the other. 
In each sub-model, micro-simulations are performed using the Monte Carlo technique based 
on the probabilities, which are calculated in them. Their functions and detailed formulations 
are described in next chapter. 
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3. FORMULATION 
 
3.1 Land Price and Floor Rent 
 
First, unit floor value of locator for building type k  at a lot i  is defined as following 
equation. 

∑∑ ++=
k

kiiki NXb 210 ααα                                                                                       (1) 

kib : unit floor value of locator for building type  at a lot i  k

iX : attribute of lot  i

0α - : parameters 2α

kiN : distribution of building  around lot i  k
Here, the third term in the right-hand side of equation (4) represents agglomeration preference 
and interaction between deferent building types. Land price of lot i  is represented by 
equation (2). 

∑=
k

kii bLP ϕ
ϕ

expln1
                                                                                                    (2) 

iLP : land price of lot i  
ϕ : parameter 

Bid floor rent of locator for building type k  is expressed by equation (3), considering 
building age. 

kikiki BYbb 3α+=′                                                                                                               (3) 

kib′ : bid floor rent of locator for building type  at a lot i  k

kiBY : building age 

3α : parameter 
At the beginning of present year, it is assumed that owner of lot i  decides floor rent for 
building type  in next year as following equation. k

1
54

+++′= T
kikkiik TDFRVFRbR T αα                                                                                       (4) 

TikVFR : vacant floor rate of lot i  in present year 
1+T

kTDFR : excess demand rate of locator for building type k  in next year at zone 
)( jij ∈  

 
Equation (4) represents an adjustment for floor rent in next year against demand fluctuation 
by landowner. Excess demand rate is defined with amount of the vacant floor in present year 
and floor demand in next year at zone  by equation (5). j

1

1
1

+

+
+ −
= T

k

T
k

T
kT

k TDF
TVFTDFTDFR                                                                                           (5) 

T
kTVF : vacant floor in present year at zone  j

1+T
kTDF : floor demand in next year at zone  j

In the case of newly constructed building, both  and VFR  are set on zero. kiBY Tik

 
3.2 Lot merging Sub-Model 
 
In the lot merging sub-model, it is decided whether bounded two lots will be merged or not. 
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The merging probability is represented by equation (6). 

nonm
AB

m
AB

m
ABm

ABP
λπλπ

λπ
expexp

exp
+

=                                                                                         (6) 

m
ABP : merging probability of bounded lot A  and  B
m
ABπ : expected profit by merging 
nonm
ABπ : expected profit by non-merging 

λ : parameter 
Here, the expected profits by merging and non-merging are given by equation (7) and (8), 
respectively. 

edge
AB

sur
AB

rel
ABABABAB

m
AB XXXAreaf 43210 βββπββπ +++⋅⋅+= ∑                                        (7) 
nonm )(1 BBBAAAAB AreafAreaf ⋅⋅+⋅⋅= ππβπ                                                                     (8) 

f : floor-area ratio 

BAAB πππ ,, : expected profit at each lot 
Area : lot area 

rel
ABX : combined condition of lot A  and  B
sur
ABX : number of merging at lot A  and  with their surrounding lots B
edge
ABX : boundary condition between lot A  and  B

0β - : parameters 4β
rel
ABX  is a dummy variable which defined by land-use characteristics of lot A  and , such as 

both of them are vacant lots or not, one of them is faced to a street, and so on. The third term 
in equation (7) is a dummy variable that defined by logical operation on their land-use and 
building condition, and the forth term intends to represent large-scale lot merging by many 
lots. The fifth term is a boundary condition defined by equation (9), and represent that 
expected profit is reduced if merged lot is distorted shape. 

B

BA

Bor
ABedge

AB LL
L

X
+

=                                                                                                         (9) 

BA LL , : perimeter of lot 
Bor
ABL : length of shared boundary 

The expected profit at each lot is calculated. The expected profit at lot i , iπ , is calculated 
with a log-sum function (10), which consists expected profit for rebuilding, , and for 
reservation, . 

d
iπ

r
iπ

)expln(exp1 r
i

d
ii δπδπ

δ
π +=                                                                                          (10) 

δ : parameter 
In the case of merging, iπ  is equal to , since present building should be demolished. For 
further detail of the expected profits,  and , is described in next section. 

d
iπ

d
iπ

r
iπ

 
 
3.3 Demolition Sub-Model 
 
The demolition sub-model represents whether demolish the present building and turn the 
built-up lot into vacant or not. The demolition probability of present building is express as 
equation (11). 
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r
i

d
i

d
id

iP
δπδπ

δπ
expexp

exp
+

=                                                                                               (11) 

The expected profit for demolition, , and for reservation, , are represented by equation 
(12) and (13). 

d
iπ

r
iπ

iik
d
k

k
ik

d
i LPHCB TT ξθ

θ
ηηπ −⋅−+= ∑expln1

10                                                                  (12) 

iik
r
i LPB T ζηπ −= 1                                                                                                            (13) 

d
kTC : demolition cost per height of present building type, k  T

Tik
H : height of present building type, k  T

ξ : capital transfer tax ratio 
ζ : holding tax ratio 

10 ,, ηηθ : parameters 
Here,  is an expected profit per unit land area from building type , which represented by 
equation (14), considering high usage into equation (4). 

ikB k

ikikik HRB ⋅=                                                                                                               (14) 

ikH  is a building stories, and exogenously given according to building height regulation. 
 
3.4 Construction Sub-Model 

 
The construction sub-model describes a choice of building type, which newly constructed at 
vacant lot. The choosing probability of building type k , , is represented by equation (15) 
using the expected profit of equation (14). 

c
ikP

∑
′

′

=

k
ki

ikc
ik B

BP
θ
θ

exp
exp                                                                                                          (15) 

 
3.5 Activity Distribution Sub-model 
 
In the activity distribution sub-model, activities by type which are given exogenously are 
randomly sorted, and allocated to renewed building distribution based on location choice 
probability as equation (16). 

∑
Ω∈′

′

=
v
ki

ik

ki
ki V

V
P

ω
ω

exp
exp                                                                                                          (16) 

v
kΩ : vacant floor set of building type  k

ω : parameter 
kiV  is a utility function of locator who locate to building type k  at lot i , and represented by 

equation (17). 
)(21 ikikkkiki qRYbV −+′= γγ                                                                                           (17) 

kY : income of activity k (exogenous) 

ikq : floor area of activity (exogenous) k

21,γγ : parameters 
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4. GIS Based Simulation System 
 
4.1 System Concept 
 
Data handling process in detailed land-use micro-simulation is shown in Fig. 2. When a lot 
merging is reflected to database, it is necessary to delete lot polygons involving merging, 
make new merged lot polygon, and add attributes, such as area, corner lot dummy, and floor-
area ratio. Moreover, an adjacency among lots has to be reproduced owing to the next period 
merging simulation. As for a rebuilding, delete and generation of building polygon, and 
renewal of building attributes, which include building type and stories and so on, are handled. 
 
In the lot-based micro-simulation, these data handling should be managed along with 
simulation progress whenever the change is occur to spatial analysis unit. However, since 
these changes are stochastic, actual simulation execution needs the plural trials. And, huge 
number of processes is occurred since database consists of many detailed land lots. Therefore, 
it is impractical to carry out such a perplexing process by handiwork. Then, in this study, the 
lot-based micro-simulation system is developed using the spatial analysis function of GIS in 
order to handle database automatically. 
 
4.2 Outline of the Simulation System 
 
Figure 3 shows outline of system structure. This system was developed based on SIS (GIS 
engine, Informatix Co.) describing source program by Visual Basic using GisLink, that is 
customize tool of SIS. SIS covers the functions on database management and visualization of 
output. Simulation programs are described by FORTRAN, and execute a micro-simulation on 
the lot merging and rebuilding. The customize program, which is written with Visual Basic, 
makes simulation input data from GIS database, executes simulation programs, reflects 
simulation outputs to database, and has a function on inclusive system process control. 
 
 

Building Change

Lot change 

year  t year  t+1

Building data Land attribute 
data 

Bound lots
data

ID            1802
Type          4
Height       7

ID           1805
Area         235
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Figure 2. Data Handling Process 
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4.3 Simulation Flow 
 
Main algorithm of the simulation system is shown in Figure 4. It consists of eight subroutines, 
and is designed to have capability of quasi-dynamic annual simulation for n  years, which is 
iterated m  times. Below is summary of each subroutine. 
i) Data set output for lot merging simulation 
Adjacency among lots is investigated in GIS database, and lot polygon pairs that have the 
potential to be merged are extracted. Next, attributes of them are acquired, and data set for lot 
merging simulation is outputted.  
ii) Lot merging simulation 
Lot merging simulation is executed by FORTRAN application, and merging lot pairs are 
judged. This program crystallizes the lot-merging sub-model. Result is outputted as lot 
merging data.  
iii) Lot database renewal 
Lot merging data is inputted, and merging lot sets are synthesized. New lot polygons are 
generated with the Boolean Operation of merging lot sets, and old lot polygons and building 
polygons are demolished. Renewed attributes are added to merged lots.  
iv) Data set output for rebuilding simulation 
Building attributes of each lot are acquired, and data set for rebuilding simulation is 
outputted. 
v) Rebuilding simulation 
Lot merging simulation application is executed. This program crystallizes the lot-merging 
sub-model. Result is outputted as rebuilding data. 
vi) Building database renewal 
Rebuilding data is inputted, and rebuilding lots are judged. When a lot applies to rebuilding, 
building polygon is demolished and new building polygon is added. In the case that present 
land-use is vacant, only adding new building polygon is done. Renewed attributes are added 
to new building polygon. 
vii) Location choice simulation 
Location choice simulation application is executed, and total amount of activities by type, 
which are given exogenously, is allocated to buildings. This program crystallizes the activity 
distribution sub-model. Simulation result of location choice is outputted as activity 
distribution data. 
viii) Building database renewal 
Activity distribution data is inputted, and the number of occupants and vacant floor rate, 
which are attributes of building, are renewed. 
 
4.4 Detailed Land-use Database for Analysis 
 
For the purpose of empirical study, detailed time series GIS database was built in Sendai City, 
Japan. Study area and database structure are shown in Figure 5 and figure 6,respectively. Four 
zones were selected as study area from built-up district, and GIS database for annual land-use 
and their changes was developed. The database consists of land lot layer and building layer, 
and attribute data is linked to them. Attribute data include the building characteristics such as 
type and height, lot characteristics such as land area, corner lot dummy, floor-area ratio 
regulation, and distance from nearest railway station, and also locator information is added as 
the number of occupants and vacant floor rate. These were created from Residential Map 
(Zenrin Co.) during target years. Building age data was made with the Residential Map in and 
after 1968, which was oldest available one. Land-use categories in this study are defined as 
shown in Table 1. Parking, warehouse, and so on, are classified into vacant category, since 
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they are not occupied by human activities and some of these lots are often in the state of 
transition to a new category. 
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Figure 5. Study Area 
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Figure 6. Database Structure 
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Table 1. Land-use Categories 
Land-use category Land use type 

Detached house 1. Low residential 
Apartment house (less than three stories) 
Commercial building (less than three stories) 2. Low commercial 
Residential and commercial mixed building (less than three stories) 
Apartment house (over three stories) 3. High residential 
Residential and commercial mixed building (over three stories) 

4. High commercial Commercial building (over three stories) 
5. Industrial Industrial facility 

Vacant lot 
Parking 

6. Vacant 

Warehouse, shed, and garage 
Public facility 7. Public 
Religious facility (shine, temple, and church) 

 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this study, a lot-based land-use micro-simulation model, which represents both a lot-based 
building distribution and activity’s location, was developed in order to represent 
disequilibrium between floor supply and activity’s demand. In this model, the building 
distribution was represented as a result of annual lot merging, building demolition, building 
construction, and activity’s location was described by a disaggregate logit model based on 
floor utilities. Moreover, GIS based analysis system for detailed land-use micro-simulation 
was developed. This system has a function for a database renewal in order to manage the 
alteration on spatial analysis unit. 
 
Further application of the lot-based land-use model should include parameter estimation of 
sub-models using detailed lot database. And the model will be applied to the study area and 
examined its capability, as well as GIS based simulation system. 
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